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Sunshine seekers who are prone to cold sores will be glad of a little help from BioStick to keep lips
kissable this summer. Daily use of this magic little light therapy stick will help swiftly heal over
these crusty cold sores within five to seven days banishing them in time to seal a holiday romance with
at least one silky smooth kiss!
Cold sores are caused by a virus that can be triggered by exposure to sunlight, stress and fatigue. And
with the usual lifespan of a cold sore lasting for between 10 and 15 days, you could carry this unwelcome
visitor with you for the entire length of your hard-earned holiday. But not with BioStick, as clinical
trials conducted using phototherapy showed that over 80% of patients were completely recovered within 7
days, within which 57.6% completely recovered by the fifth day.
BioStick uses non-invasive phototherapy emitting a low power red light, which does not emanate heat and
does not hurt or burn the skin. Unlike sunlight which can often trigger cold sores, the low frequency red
light treats the cold sore by increasing the flow of blood to the affected area and stimulating the
immune cells, thus rapidly shortening the healing time of the sore.

BioStick is clinically proven to bring rapid relief to cold sore sufferers and has been awarded the CE
mark for the treatment of Cold Sores. The size of a large pen, BioStick is powered by two AA batteries.
Simply place BioStick against the skin at the first sign of a cold sore (often associated with a tingling
feeling) for 2 minutes, 2-3 times a day with the sore in the centre of the light. Using BioStick has also
been shown to significantly reduce the recurrence of cold sores.
BioStick can be used safely alongside other topical and oral cold sore medications. It costs £34.95 and
is available www.anhealth.co.uk or 0870 350 1264 and comes with a 30 day money back guarantee.
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